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Effective way to compare multiple elements in a list for equality I have a list of entities and I need to check if all elements are

equal to some other entities. If the list has only one item, it's easy to check that with an element-wise equality check: if all(el ==
el2 for el in [my_list, el2]): print("...all elements are equal...") But if the list has more than one element, what is the most

effective way to compare the elements for equality? Edit: The solution pointed out by @akm is somewhat useful, but not quite
what I want. What I want is a situation like this: my_list = [1, 2, 3] my_list2 = [2, 2, 2] This is the behavior I want, but using the
most effective method to ensure that my_list and my_list2 are the same: print(all(my_list == my_list2)) # True print(my_list ==

my_list2) # True A: The best way is the all method. Note that it is O(1) (constant time) so it can handle multiple items in list.
>>> my_list = [1, 2, 3] >>> my_list2 = [2, 2, 2] >>> all(my_list == my_list2) True >>> my_list == my_list2 True EDIT

Assuming that you want to avoid duplicate element and don't care about its order, you can use defaultdict to map item to its
previous version (if any) >>> from collections import defaultdict >>> my_list = [1, 2, 3] >>> my_list2 = [2, 2, 2] >>> d =

defaultdict(list) >>> for
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Solutions, and Puzalai font from SatyaSoft. In addition to the modern Unicode, ITA Unicode can be found in bitstream font

format. After the launch of the Unicode in 2002, ITA got a competition to develop a source font for new Tamil Unicode fonts.
Puzalai Unicode font was developed in 2008. The font contains the space character that can be seen at the International

Phonetic Alphabet page. A Tamil language presentation contains grammatical information and phonetic symbols. Tamil Script
Chat is another presentation of vocabulary used in the academic field of Tamil Language. It presents definition and alphabet in
the Tamil language. Maadamutham Unicode is a modern Tamil script font. This font is the sister font of Maadamutham font, an

old font with different features. Maadamutham Unicode font is developed with InaiMathi font. It includes complete Tamil
words in its alphabets and extra Tamil phonetics in its grammar symbols. Unicode Tamil fonts have been used in many

applications. It is used in Shareware for Tamil web sites. Indian Languages Unicode font, the first Tamil Unicode font that is
available for free download, has been used in Shareware applications. Chulai Unicode is the first font developed by character set

experts. Based on the Unicode Tamil 1.0 standard, Chulai Unicode supports all characters from the Unicode Tamil standard.
You can open Unicode Tamil characters in Unicode Tamil application; also you can download and paste Unicode Tamil

characters in any application that supports Unicode. This font contains Unicode 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2. Notes References
Category:Unicode typefacesDoes my IUD need to be removed? Hey, we are basically looking for things that we can do once a

month to make our period pain a little better. So far, I've tried eating a special type of food, having a heavy period and using the
Fembido, which I used to be on the pill. All of these are getting so annoying that we are probably going to have to find a

cheaper, shorter-term option. Does anyone know of a simple method to relieve period pain? For example, if my ovulation was
between June 1 and August 14, my period would be approximately July 5-16. I'd like 570a42141b
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